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WHATS NEW:          EXAMPLES:  �
 
eLiquidads.com has recently been revamped into reflect our new 
advertising sales model. We have recently moved to per CPM (Cost per 
Milli) meaning that our advertising is no longer Date/Time based, but 
now based on views per advertisement. CPM (Cost Per Milli) is the price 
for 1000 views on an advertisement. With this new transition we have 
also enabled a new piece of technology called header bidding which is 
hosted on eLiquidads.com, and in essence this will allow advertisers to 
place CPM Bids on each placement and should those bids run, they will 
deduct from a wallet which advertisers can deposit money into. Basically 
this will allow advertisers to make use of any budget and still advertising 
running on the websites. Currently we have enabled this new setup for 
eLiquid.com, eJuices.com and eJuices.co with more websites coming 
shortly as this model is easily applied to partner websites.  
 
Once a bid is placed on eLiquidads.com, our advertising server will 
determine who's Advertisement to serve based on that bid and once 
1000 impressions are captured, that bid amount will deduct from the 
advertising wallet. Advertisers can place bids, serve what they want, and 
cancel their bids very easily with the User Interface on eLiquidads.com.  
 
Advertisers can place bids, serve some impressions and cancel that bid 
as well to allocate remaining wallet funds towards a bid in a different 
placement, and the deduction from the wallet will only effect what 
advertising actually ran.  

 
Below are some examples to help with understanding how this works 
although very primitive: 
 
"Example. 1: 
Advertiser: A - Has $500 in eLiquidads.com Wallet Funds  
Advertiser: B - Has $300 in eLiquidads.com Wallet Funds 
Advertiser: A - places bid for $50 CPM for Placement 1 
Advertiser B - places bid for $60 CPM for Placement 1 
Advertiser: B - Advertisement runs for 5,000 impressions ($60 CPM divided 
by $300 budget = 5,000 impressions) 
Advertiser: A - Advertisement runs for the following 10,000 impressions ($50 
CPM divided by $500 budget = 10,000 impressions)" 

 
"Example. 2:  
 
Advertiser: A - Has $500 in eLiquidads.com Wallet Funds  
Advertiser: B - Has $300 in eLiquidads.com Wallet Funds 
Advertiser: A - places bid for $50 CPM for Placement 1 
Advertiser B - places bid for $60 CPM for Placement 1 
Advertiser: B - Advertisement runs for 5,000 impressions at higher priority 
($60 CPM divided by $300 budget = 5,000 impressions) 
Advertiser: B - Adds additional $300 eLiquidads.com Wallet Funds thus 
extending campaign for another 5,000 impressions at the same bid of $60 
CPM 
Advertiser: A - Advertisement runs for the following 10,000 impressions at 
higher priority than while Advertiser: A's were running ($50 CPM divided by 
$500 budget = 10,000 impressions)" 
!

The Following .PDF walkthrough will help you navigate through the eLiquidads.com 
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Choose where this
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�Place your Bid!

Bid higher than the 
current CPM and your ad 
will take priority, bid lower

and it may run just
not as often
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If you have any questions or need guidance, feel free 
to reach out to the below Vendor Relations 

Representatives to get your questions answered! 
�
�

Kurtis D.  
Kurtis@ecigdistributors.com 

(702) 916-1225 
 

Matt H.  
Matthew.hancock@ecigdistributors.com 

(702) 916-1218 


